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Each written text in some language has some author or more authors (authors have their individual
sublanguage). An analysis of some text if authors are not known could be done using methods of
data analysis and data mining, and using structural analysis. In the paper, it is described a system
of modified Self-Organizing Maps [?]working on sequences built from a text. The system is trained
to input sequences and after the training it determines text parts with anomalies using a cumulative
error and complex analysis.
A given text written in some genre, in some language and grammar presents a sequence of
letters, sequence of words, sentences, sections and we find some anomalies in this text (written in
a time). For example, anomalies should show that some parts of the text were written (modified)
by another author or that somebody manipulated with the text. The problem belongs to problems
working with text and studying authorship attribution and plagiarism, but in both problems there
exist some groups of comparable authors and comparable texts. It means the results of analysis can
be compared according to texts and authors. In our problem any author is known and we analyze
each text as one extra text.
Very good description of Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) extensions for temporal structures is in
[?], some of the extensions are useable for sequences. SOM models of neural networks were applied
to time series in [?] and it was some inspiration to use it in the text analysis. In the text analysis
we used English recommended texts from benchmark [?] and Arabic texts from [?].
In this contribution, we applied a new system for anomalies detection in Arabic and English
texts based on SOM model neural network. The system covers anomalies in texts consisting from
two texts written by different authors.
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